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The only world atlas updated annually, guaranteeing that users will find the most current geographic

information, Oxford's Atlas of the World is the most authoritative atlas on the market. Full of crisp,

clear cartography of urban areas and virtually uninhabited landscapes around the globe, the Atlas is

filled with maps of cities and regions at carefully selected scales that give a striking view of the

Earth's surface. It opens with a fascinating look at world statistics and 18 pages of stunning satellite

images, all sourced from NASA's latest Earth Observation Satellite, Landsat 8. The extraordinarily

extensive front matter continues with a "Gazetteer of Nations" that has been comprehensively

checked and updated to include recent economic and political changes, and a 48-page "Introduction

to World Geography," beautifully illustrated with tables and graphs on numerous topics of

geographic significance, such as the geology and atmosphere of Earth, food and water supply,

biodiversity, energy, global conflict, human health, and standards of living. The hundreds of city and

world maps that form the body of the Atlas have been thoroughly updated for this 23rd

edition.Providing the finest global coverage available, the Atlas of the World is not only the

best-selling volume of its size and price, but also the benchmark by which all other atlases are

measured.
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The sixteenth edition of the Oxford Atlas of the World is chock-full of page-turning information,

including new census data, dozens of city maps, updated country profiles, the latest statistics on



climate change, gorgeous satellite images of Earth, and an instructive 48-page Introduction to World

Geography--beautifully illustrated with tables and graphs. Providing the finest global coverage

available, the Oxford Atlas of the World is not only the best-selling volume of its size and price, but

also the benchmark by which all other atlases are measured.  Take a Look at the Stunning

Illustrations in the Oxford Atlas of the World  (Click on images to enlarge)         The Solar System

was formed about 5 billion years ago, when a spinning cloud of gas, mostly hydrogen but seeded

with other heavier elements, condensed enough to ignite a nuclear reaction and create a star.  

Sometimes called Ã¢â‚¬Å“The Crescent City,Ã¢â‚¬Â• New Orleans is situated between the south

bank of Lake Ponchartrain (the largest in this view) and the Mississippi River.     This image shows

glaciers flowing from the snow covered Himalayas on the northern Bhutan border.

The latest revision of Oxford's highly acclaimed Atlas of the World is as up-to-date as can be in the

post-September 11 world. "Site of former World Trade Center" says one caption on an updated map

of lower Manhattan- and Baghdad has been added to the 67 maps of major cities around the world,

including Moscow, Lisbon and Jerusalem. Statistics on the U.S. have been updated from the 2000

Census, and a new Gazetteer of Nations offers easy reference. But the heart, and strength, of this

atlas remains the hundreds of colorful, beautifully detailed maps, conveying not only topographical

features but also disputed boundaries, railways and principal roads. This is an indispensable

reference for students as well as anyone interested in the state of the world, from population

statistics to the environment and our impact on it. It will provide hours of happy, fascinating

browsing. Copyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

This is a must have for any serious bookshelf. The binding is very sturdy, the pages should last for

many years and the ink won't smear. As the world events unfold, it is great to open up this book,

look up the local and put it all in perspective.

Very nice atlas with lovely maps and tons of geopolitical information. Excellent editorial balance.

More detail in the maps would be welcome, as would a more comprehensive set of city maps.

A good atlas for visualizing the locations mentioned in various fictional books, so you can follow

along with the narratives.



I bought this as a gift for my sister. She loves it. I've not really looked through it but what I have seen

is quite nice.

This is an exhaustive, beautifully done atlas. The maps seem complete and there is all kinds of

demographic and other information, so much that it will take me time to realize all that's there! Well

worth the purchase price, for those who need a complete atlas, or who just love to look at maps!

Current, wonderful maps, great resource

Love this "Atlas", it's a very fine book.

Received this as a Christmas gift, this is a very big book. It's a good coffee book.
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